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A passenger looks through a sextant
onboard the expedition vessel George
W. Elder, with Capt. Peter Doran.
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Camp of Indian seal
hunters, by Frederick
Dellenbaugh.

Seattle to Siberia
How Alaska’s first luxury cruise set the stage
By MICHAEL ENGELHARD

“Only by going alone, in silence, without baggage, can one
truly get into the heart of the wilderness. All other travel is
mere dust and hotels and baggage and chatter.” The
Scottish-born naturalist John Muir wrote this in 1888 to his
wife. Eleven years later he embarked with 125 fellow
travelers, setting foot in places few Americans had ever
visited. His party did not suffer much dust but brought
plenty of baggage: canoes and motor launches, a piano, an
organ, hunting rifles, tents, horses, a milk cow, coal, cases of
Champagne and china with the requisite glass flutes,
theodolites, state-of-the-art cameras, an Edison wax-cylinder graphophone for recording Tlingit songs. The trip’s
“chatter” yielded hundreds of species new to science and
discoveries catalogued in 13 tomes chock-full with illustrations and paintings.
It all began with a case of job burnout.
In early 1899, Edward Harriman’s doctor told the
exhausted Union Pacific president to take a vacation. Not a

man given to idleness, the 51-year-old, self-made tycoon
promptly set out to bankroll and organize a two-month,
9,000-mile jaunt to Siberia, with the incidental goal of
shooting a bear—and perhaps, of linking Alaska with the
Trans-Siberian Railway then under construction. As his
point man he chose Clinton Hart Merriam who assembled
more than 30 artists and scientists, some of the best of the
Gilded Age’s intelligentsia. Merriam himself was no slouch.
At 16, he’d been appointed naturalist on a survey of the
recently established Yellowstone National Park. As a
practicing country doctor he invented surgical instruments.
A founder of the National Geographic Society and future
chief of the U.S. Biological Survey, he’d just developed the
ecological concept of altitudinal and latitudinal biomes, or
“life zones.” Merriam nearly rejected Harriman’s offer,
thinking he might be a crank. Assured only after a background check, he requested, on Harriman’s behalf, “the
pleasure of your company,” promising “the opportunity of a
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lifetime” to those who’d sign up for their venture.
The roster filled quickly with polymaths of all stripes. It
included the surveyor-scientist William H. Dall as the
entourage’s Alaska expert. In the 1860s and 1870s, Dall had
participated in explorations of coastal Siberia and Alaska—
the state’s wild white sheep and an orca-like porpoise are
named after him. John Burroughs, the preeminent
naturalist-essayist at the time, became the official scribe.
“The other John,” the wilderness philosopher and Sierra
Club founder John Muir, knew glaciers like the backs of his
nut-brown hands. George Bird Grinnell was editor of Forest
and Stream and architect of the Audubon Society, as well as
the nation’s leading scholar on Native American cultures.
Even some of the artists were daredevils. As a member of
the 1871 to 1873 Powell Expedition, the landscape painter
Frederick Dellenbaugh had been among the first people to
row the entire Grand Canyon. The youngest of these
seafaring savants, Edward Sheriff Curtis, had not yet
distinguished himself. Merriam and Grinnell had been with
hikers whom the dashing Seattle society photographer
rescued on Mt. Rainier when they’d gotten lost.
To transport all this brainpower and his family, Harriman chartered the 250-foot steamer George W. Elder,
refitting it with accommodations equal to a modern cruise
liner’s: lecture rooms, staterooms, taxidermy studios, a
library of 500 volumes, and a darkroom for Curtis.
One evening’s lecture by Grinnell on the Blackfoot
Indians awoke Curtis to his life’s calling. Steeped in the
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The George W. Elder was
a 250-foot steam cruiser
outfitted with everything
the entourage needed to
explore Alaska’s coast.

The eastern section of
Muir Glacier in 1899.

Heads of two cormorant
species, by Louis
Agassiz Fuertes.

ship’s atmosphere of learned curiosity, the youngster
compiled his first portfolio of indigenous customs and
societies, visuals that would inform his masterpiece The
North American Indian. The soirees aboard Harriman’s
floating Hilton-cum-university established a tradition.
Natural and cultural history lectures still feature prominently on Alaska cruises.
Known for erratic behavior in swells, the sail-assisted
“George W. Roller” served her seasick passengers well. The
cruise did not lack other low points or friction, despite
natural splendor and scientific thrills.
At Metlakatla on Annette Island, the travelers watched

the Reverend Duncan’s attempt to convert 1,000 relocated
Tsimshian into Christians and capitalists. Harriman, ever
the booster, thought they “could be largely used in the
development of the territory.” Seeing Natives work also in
southeastern canneries, Grinnell considered their employment exploitation. “Men in this business are themselves
canned,” Muir concurred. After laying over at Wrangell,
Juneau, and the squalid Klondike hub Skagway—popular
cruise ship destinations today—the party hove to in
Glacier Bay, where they marveled at the huge ice flow that
bore Muir’s surname. Curtis and his assistant nearly died
when one of the giants calved, almost swamping the canoe

Mt. St. Elias from
Yakutat Bay, by Robert
Swain Gifford.
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in which they’d rigged their expensive cameras. “Solitude as of interstellar space” impressed Burroughs, who climbed a peak overlooking
the bay.
On they went, to Russian America’s old capital, Sitka. Next they
mapped Port Wells in Prince
William Sound, christening a
glacier and berg-clogged fjord
after Harriman, and several
more after colleges. The Lower
Manhattan Mogul bagged his
grizzly on Kodiak: a female and
her cub. Muir, believing all life
was one and sacred, called
them “mother and child” and
that hunt “ruthless business.”
They ran aground on a
King eider detail, by Louis Agassiz Fuertes.
fog-shrouded reef off the
Pribilofs while Burroughs lay in his berth and groaned. Filling notebooks
and canvases, dumbstruck by honeyed midsummer-night light, shooting
bird specimens, exposing glass plate negatives rain or shine, the crack
team leapfrogged along the Alaska Peninsula into the Bering Strait,
listing more geological features, more plants, and fauna from mollusks to
marine mammals.
In July, six weeks after they’d set out, they reached their turnaround
point in the Chukchi Peninsula’s Providence Bay. After beaching briefly
on Siberian soil, as requested by Harriman’s wife, they weighed anchor
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Seal hunters in a canoe
at Glacier Bay.

Expedition members
pose on the beach at a
deserted Tlingit village
at Cape Fox.

again, homeward bound.
Their last landfall, at an abandoned Cape Fox Tlingit
village near present-day Ketchikan, cast a lingering shadow
over this voyage. Tipped off by a miner, they looted this
temporarily vacant town of “flatly gabled roofs above tall
rank weeds.” To Muir’s disgust the scientists took 10 totem
poles for museums and two carved bears from a grave for
Harriman’s collection—twins to his Kodiak trophy.
Merriam snatched a Chilkat blanket from another burial.
Like killing the animals they’d come to study, pilfering
Native heirlooms was fully congruent with the zeitgeist.
In 2001, a band of modern scientists, artists, and writers
followed the wake of Harriman’s ship. Using the information gathered in 1899 as their baseline, they documented
Alaska coastal ecosystems, economies, and communities.
The crew’s anthropologist, Richard Nelson, aptly summed
up the New York magnate’s place in our region’s history: He
was the industrialist who brought naturalists to Alaska.
Despite Muir’s scorn for the cruise ship clientele, his
writings publicized and promoted such endeavors and
especially the famed Inside Passage, with vistas “like the
leaves of a grand picture book.” The chief geographer for
the U.S. Geological Survey, Henry Gannett, concluded his
introduction to the Harriman Expedition’s report with a
sage piece of advice: “If you are old, go by all means, but if
you are young, stay away until you grow older. The scenery

Surveying on the
expedition.

of Alaska is so much grander than anything else of the
kind in the world that, once beheld, all other scenery
becomes flat and insipid. It is not well to dull one’s
capacity for such enjoyment by seeing the finest first.”
Michael Engelhard is the author of American Wild:
Explorations from the Grand Canyon to the Arctic Ocean.
Having worked as cook on a Prince William Sound research
vessel and bunked on Alaska ferries, he still gets terribly seasick.
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